Tracking of video objects in pixel space using block based methods or template matching suffers from boundary alignment problems, assumes knowledge of object location, and is severely effected by rotation and shear. This paper suggests a region domain based object tracking algorithm. Using region adjacency graphs it is proposed to perform the search in region space, using relational information rather than absolute value. Interframe inconsistencies in region space are overcome using a picture tree search technique.
INTRODUCTION
A variety of applications such as MPEG-4, and object orientated coding require the extraction of semantic objects from an image scene. This can be achieved using pre-processing, labelling, and merging, producing an object description in region space. Controlling the precise outcome of the segmentation is a difficult problem, often resulting in erroneous undesired masks. This poorly defined problem also impacts object tracking, since segmentation and tracking are very similar problems. Region based analysis of a scene partitions an image into a number of regions. Figure 1 shows a segmentation pipeline. The result of segmentation is a set of labelled regions accompanied by a collection of statistical properties, generally containing the colours and the moments. Many methods used to track objects do so in pixel space by performing block based template matching. A block based motion field can be efficiently computed in hardware or software, and is employed in most hybrid MC-DCT codec implementations. The effectiveness of such methods is compromised unless accompanied by a reliable segmentation mask to align tracking blocks with the boundaries of the objects, Hieu et al (1) . This problem is partially overcome using hierarchical search blocks and deformable boundaries. Whilst the extraction of semantically important regions from a scene is a difficult problem, the identification of arbitrary regions based on statistics such as size, colour, intensity, texture etc. is much more tractable. In a segmentation the process pipeline can be broadly categorised into four areas (i) the image itself or the presegmentation (ii) the labelling process (iii) production of a region adjacency graph, and (iv) region merging and/or splitting (see Figure 1) . These form the basis of the segmentation from the raw information to a segmented interpretation of it, based on the steps used to produce it. The final box in Figure 1 , the temporal consistency of regions, is given little consideration, but is closely related to the problem of tracking. Various methods have been proposed for the production of pre-segmented regions for labelling, including simple thresholding, non-linear suppression, Mrazek (2) , and the watershed transform Vincent and Soille (3) (see Figure 2 ). These techniques result in over segmented graphs, which are usually merged until a required number of regions are obtained. Without the application of merging the number of regions produced by preprocessing is potentially high, and the areas produced have no semantic meaning, other than homogeneity of a metric such as colour across their surface (see Figure 2) . When attempting to semantically segment an object from a scene regions are merged based on a similarity criterion, thus simplifying the image and reducing the number of regions. For two regions to be merged into one, they must be similar, and also be adjacent to one another. Significant research effort has been focused on region merging techniques Beveridge et al (4) , and Adams and Bischof (5) . Some of those suggested are complex, and consider individual pixels, whereas others consider the directed graphs only and are simpler (5) . In this paper computing the Region Adjacency Graph (RAG) simplifies the problem of merging Pavlidis (6) . Computation of the RAG using the labels of the regions makes subsequent merging stages possible and provides a complete description of all the neighbourhoods. The RAG coupled with the picture tree is used to track the video objects in this work.
THE CASE FOR REGION SPACE
Temporal consistency of the watershed transformed image is comparable if not improved to that of pixel difference based on MSE Woods (7). This is not surprising since it represents a filtering operation simplifying the original image. The implications of this study are that the region domain is applicable for tracking and depth estimation (7) as well as segmentation. A number of advantages present themselves in region space evaluation. A search in region space is very fast, once the image has been partitioned. A region can be described by not only its own statistics, but also the relational information with other regions. Picture trees assist in the isolation of semantic objects, and can themselves be used for searching. The technique is scale and rotation invariant. Databases of relational descriptions using prior knowledge can be developed for objects like football players, horses, racing cars etc. allowing tracking based on high level text descriptors using a standard syntax. 
OBJECT TRACKING USING REGION ADJACENCY GRAPHS AND PICTURE TREES
The RAG provides a spatial view of the image. A RAG consists of vertices (or nodes) associated with each region and lines joining each pair of adjacent regions. By definition, this region adjacency graph provides a 'simple-connectivity view' of the image as illustrated in Figure 3 . The RAG is used to merge the adjacent regions provided that these regions have sufficiently close color distributions. Picture trees (see Figure 4 ) are obtained by successively merging regions against a variable threshold. These trees can help to identify isolated regions due to their reluctance to merge, and semantic objects will often be represented as a single branch of a tree. The potentially unique combination of region statistics, neighbourhoods, and the signature of the picture tree allow an object to be searched for in the next frame using region description alone. Prior knowledge can be added to enhance results e.g. in a sports scene the shirt colours are known a priori. This is potentially fast and robust, justifying tracking investigation in region space as opposed to pixels space. The proposed tracking algorithm is based on the observation that the description (such as locations, shape, mean colour) of objects varies only marginally in two consecutive frames. Thus if objects having similar descriptions in consecutive frames can be tagged with the same identity, they can be tracked. The colour and neighbourhood information obtained from the RAG and picture tree are used for the object description. This concise description is used for tracking. Segmentation using watershed produces variations in the number of regions and shape generated for a given threshold. This can make the correlation of regions between frames difficult, although the underlying information remains consistent. To overcome this, a record is kept of the regions as they are merged for a variety of thresholds in the form of the picture tree. Subsequent searches are then conducted by traversing the picture tree. The graph-based tracking algorithm is as follows: The block based algorithm uses the motion vectors to update the pre-defined tracking area across the image sequence. The block based tracking is performed using a full search with outlier removal. The displacement direction is estimated using the mean direction of the selected motion vectors inside the tracking area. The amount of displacement in any direction is determined by the standard deviation of the same vectors. The performance of the proposed algorithm is compared against block based motion tracking in the region and pixel spaces.
SIMULATION RESULTS
The current investigations analyse sports applications with the introduction of prior knowledge into the segmentation pipeline, which allows objects to be found and tracked using high level text definitions. In this application the proposed graph-based techniques make tracking a database mining exercise rather than a pixel problem.
The block based algorithm is applied to both the pixel and region spaces for comparison purposes. The region space frames are the result of the original image filtered by the segmentation pipeline of Figure 1 . Figure 5 shows the operation of the tracking algorithm for both spaces. The results for the tracking performance are shown in Figure 6 . Two sequences are used to test the algorithms, the first sequence consists of 55 frames (YUV, QCIF) of a football match and the second is composed by the first 53 frames (YUV,CIF) of the Table Tennis Region Space - Table Tennis RAG - Table Tennis Figure 6: Distance from the target point for the region, pixel spaces, block based tracking and the graph tracking. Figure 7 shows the results using the rules for graph tracking in a particular level of the picture tree. Note that the application of an object description based on a combination of features (blue region with a green region in its neighbourhood) reduces the number of candidate areas in the frame when compared to the one feature description (blue region only). The threshold to determine the colour similarity in the RGB space is set to a Euclidian colour distance of 25. Figure 8 shows the operation of the graph tracking in the 19 th frame for the football sequence. The picture tree constructed for the tracking is assembled by merging the initial watershed results using an increment of the colour similarity threshold of 0.1 for each level. The tree is built up to the 200 th level, which contains a mean of 40 regions per frame. The search is conducted at that level without the need to go down in the tree during the tracking. The tracked player in the football application is described as being an object with a blue region (R = 65, G = 68, B=100), which has a green (R = 99, G = 105,B = 29) neighbour region. The description of the ball in the Table Tennis sequence is of a white object against a brown background. The threshold for the search area is set at a maximum displacement of 10 pixels from the current tracking position for the football sequence. As for the Table Tennis sequence this value is set at 30 pixels. These values are based on the observation of the sequence dynamics, generally the greater the movement content the larger the threshold. The oscillations in the tracking accuracy are due to the nature of the tracking update rule that takes the closest detected region as the new object position. The tracking of the ball in the Table Tennis sequence ends with a total occlusion of the ball after the 53 th frame. The description based RAG tracking is not affect by the partial occlusion that happens in the 21 th frame of the football sequence, which has severe effects in block based tracking. Analysing the results on Figure 6 for both test sequences the RAG tracking algorithm proved to be consistent up to the end of the sequences.
CONCLUSIONS
Pixel space tracking is a well established discipline and efficient algorithms have been proposed for its simple implementation. However, it is time consuming, suffers from boundary alignment problems, and is sensitive to certain types of motion. Region based segmentation exhibits certain motion invariant properties, produces a more comprehensive description, preserves boundaries and produces an implied segmented description during the process of computation. However, the computation of regions is an intensive process and prone to variations based on the seed points, lighting variation and scene dependent factors. It requires pre-filtering, transformation, labelling and graph representation before being useful to tracking. However this is offset by advances in processing speed and parallel algorithms. Once region space graphs are available, the dimensionality of the search is considerably reduced. It has allowed us to perform a detailed analysis of the graphs in the selected level of the picture tree for tracking purposes. When this graph tracking is compared with the block based tracking in the pixel and region space it performs consistently better. The block based tracking in the pixel and region space drift, while the graph tracking, with the use of very simple objects descriptors, is fairly consistent up to the end of the sequence. The graph tracking will enable the extraction of further information for the tracked region and refine the position estimation. Additionally other descriptors as well as colour can be used to improve the tracking results. The use of the graph tracking in sport applications with the introduction of prior knowledge and high level text definitions into the segmentation pipeline is feasible. Further refinements of the graph tracking technique, such as more reliable and unique descriptors and better tracking update rules; promise to make tracking more reliable and stable for practical purposes in the sports applications.
